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1Abstract—Objects with complex geometry need to be
inspected quickly and reliably, therefore it is not practical to
use fixed focus transducer, because of wave propagation
effects. To mitigate the problem with the irregular shape, it is
possible to use a phased array with applied delay laws. For
calculating required delays, it is required to have an object
model with known surface points and have an algorithm which
calculates. This paper presents computing friendly analytic
method which could be used in the case when the object model
is given by lines or it is possible to calculate surface tangents.
In this paper is assumed that geometry is approximated with
B-splines. Results of the algorithm are verified with finite
element method.

functions; knowing the wave path it is possible to illuminate
region of interest which is achieved by steering (delaying)
ultrasonic radiation where phased shows its advantages to
single element systems.

Index Terms—Ultrasound; Phased array; Delay law
optimization; Focus; Complex geometry; Numerical
simulation.

Fig. 1. Phased array example with the object and all components. It can be
described by array size, p – pitch, e – element size, d – the distance between
elements and have active elements number.

I. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this work was – to create effective
method for calculating optical path when there is only one
boundary between two objects.

Conventional ultrasound systems, typically phased array
transducers have independent control channels for separate
elements of the transducer, which performs transmission
signal control and received signal amplification. This allows
to perform delay-and-sum (DAS) or more recently delaymultiply-and-sum (DMAS) [1], [2] signal beam-forming.
Obviously, system imaging performance depends on used
hardware: transducer parameters (Fig. 1) [3], analogue
front-end performance, and on model information of the
inspected object. For planar surfaces (when it is possible to
express surface in analytic form, for example, object is
bounded with straight surfaces) focusing is almost solved
problem [4], but if surface has non regular complex form,
solving delay law problem is not straightforward.
The main idea of focusing comes from the Snell’s law,
which is based on the shortest path principle (Fermat
principle). It states that if material in which the sound speed
is c1 has boundary with another material in which sound
speed is c2 and angle of beam incidence is known, the
refracted angle can be calculated using trigonometric

II. METHODOLOGY
Wave propagation mechanism has been the object of
scientific research for years. Although at the first glance the
problem seems to be relatively non-challenging and
straightforward, due to non-regular geometry it becomes a
complex problem possible to be solved only by finite
element methods, which require long computational time.
For faster results multiple less accurate methods where
developed such as Pencil method employed in CIVA
software [5] and multiple methods based on impulse
response approach [6], [7] and of course for simple cases
propagation can be calculated by classical wave propagation
methods.
In this paper derivation process is analysed with the
assumption that the object can be approximated by two
types of surface elements: planar lines (Fig. 2(a)) as the
most natural and computationally cheapest method; and bsplines which demands more computing resources (Fig.
2(b)), by fulfilling needed functionality on testing methods.
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Naturally, another surface approximation types exist, like
NURBS surfaces, piecewise polynomials or analytical
representations for every kind of surface. Current derivation
is based on assumption that transducer and its travel path
can be changed into infinite transducer with elements along
scanning path (Fig. 2).
Beamforming of focusing problem is performed by
exciting transducer elements with different time delays.
Delay from source S (phased array element) to target T
(defect) was calculated using conventional methods and
trigonometric functions with respect to angles or by Fermat
principle to express as the shortest path problem [8].
Proposed method focusing is expressed by semi analitical
fashion with coordinate transformation.

Pdx = Pbx  Pax ,

(1)

Pd y = Pby  Pa y .

(2)

Two triangles SRP and TZP (Fig. 3) can be expressed
according to the basic equations as a classic refraction
problem. After inserting all variables, the following
formulas were obtained:
sin 1  =




Pd x2 sr2 + Pd y2 sr2

 Pd x sr + Pox  S x 2 +  Pd y sr + Po y  S y 
sin 2  =

2

Pd x2 s z2 + Pd y2 s z2

 Pd x sz + Pox  S x 2 +  Pd y sz + Po y  S y 

2

,

(3)

,

(4)

where sr and sz are point length from S point (vectors). After
combining (3) and (4) formulas and reducing variables,
Snell’s law formula with SageMath [9] mathematics
software is simplified to the following equation

(a)





 Pd x2 rx2 + Pd y2 rz2 c12









 Pd x r + Pox  Tx  + Pd y r + Po y  Ty
2

+

(b)
Fig. 2. Problem example with phased array being distance d with scanning
line: a – having planar surfaces it is not tricky to calculate focus point; b –
from algorithmic point of view real transducer can be transformed into
transducer having infinite elements with fixed aperture (in this paper it will
be called scan line).

 Pd x2 rr2 + Pd y2 rr2  c22
 Pd x r + Pox  S x  + Pd y r + Po y  SY
2

2

2

+

= 0,

(5)

where rx, rz, rr are supporting triangle vectors; most of the
equation can be reduced because using normalized values
gives a lot of reductions (point P can have values between 0
and 1) and it makes formula fully constrained.
After coordinate system transformation and boundary
renormalization, (5) can be rewritten as

The path calculation problem can be expressed by five
points (Fig. 3): P – boundary line where the ray from the
source elements intersects with the material (line length is
always 1), S – source point, T – target point, R – the
intersection between normal from P point and direction line
from S point, Z – intersection between normal from P point
and direction line from T point.

 Tx  r  c12

 S x  r 2 c22
+
= 0.
Tx  r 2 +Ty2  S x  r 2 + S y2
2

(6)

Based on the derivation above, the angle calculation
problem is transformed to root finding problem for
polynomial, as there will be no trigonometric function of
Snell’s law. Equation can be further reduced taking
advantage of fact that S, P, T points always have some
distance between them; we can drop denominator after
simplifying fractions from (6)

T  r  +T   S  r  c 
   S  r  + S  T  r  c = 0.
2

x

y

2

x

Fig. 3. Principal scheme of the equation in normalized units.
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(7)

As it is possible to see, there can be more than one
solution which holds condition but has no physical meaning
in this paper. For this purpose it needs to be checked that
there is a line RZ between points S and T. It can be achieved

Direction vector (parametric normalized line equation) of
the boundary point P where the ray intersects with material
has to be calculated:
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by creating following formula

 
+α1sgn Tx  r  +α2 sgn Ty  = 0,

excitation signal of half sine wave is employed as a testing
impulse (Fig. 6). There is no reason to use more complex
signals because only wave extremum points are essential.
The most challenging part of this simulation is numerical
dispersion [10] which can influence results. As only
extremum points are essential, the dispersion due to an
element size is not a significant problem. To verify this
method, the following methodology was applied:
1. Multiple points of delay law on the scan line are
calculated;
2. Simulation is performed;
3. Results from the target area are calculated using
numerical calculations (because of dispersion and FEM
element size only results from the area can be collected);
4. Stress values of wave max/min times which depend on
probe pulse shape are checked. In the current example; it
is intervals of 0.5 μS.

α1sgn  S x  r  +α2 sgn S y 

(8)

where α1 and α2 are arbitrary non-zero constants which are
not equal; unequal alphas are optimization trick employed to
check whether the Pn (Fig. 3) line is between S and T.
Having derived (7) and (8) for the object described by bspline and lines, solving is transformed to the shortest
optical path problem and is straightforward. For example,
possible propagation path is shown in Fig. 4 and
optimization problem values (it is not always possible to
find exact roots) are plotted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Example shape with calculated point using the presented method.
Fig. 6. Testing pulse with a normalized amplitude and half sine wave with
its maximum is at 500 ns.

It is a good idea to use not the first wave extremum point
in checking but another – in the presented example the 4th
extreme point was used. The reason is that the first few
wavefronts can be lost due to the dispersion.
IV. EXAMPLE
The example demonstrating calculation of delay laws
with two shape building blocks: line and B-Spline is
provided in this chapter. For B-Spline used function target
point is always 0. Otherwise, optimization formula, which
includes basis function, needs to be derived. It is not worth
to derive it and for optimization of (7) and (8) iterative root
finding method can be used from sage software [11]. The
example below is calculated using iterative root finding
algorithm method with the grid in the same way for line and
B-splines. The result is demostrated in Fig. 6. The focus
point is behind complex surface at T(45,35) from S(80,60).
In order to calculate point on Figure 4 with conventional
methods the shortest path algorithms could be employed [8],
[12] results depend on the node size, using iterative
algorithm and probing all pixels on boundary give same
results, but computational price of lasting considerable time
is high if pixels count is large.
The focusing to chosen point (area) delay law can be
calculated by finding length between points and converting
it into time and then offsetting results to longest element:

Fig. 5. Target function example: dashed line is check function with 0.1 and
0.3 alpha values, the solid line is an example of target function value of
surface in Fig. 3 (please note that B-spline half circle approximation is
used, function input varies from 0 to 1, and there are two roots).

After finding the variable r (point P) the transformation
back to the original coordinate system is performed. As the
intersection point is known, the beamforming delay
calculation is nothing more but the calculation of acoustic
path length. For example, ti is calculated according to the
following equation
ti 

| Si  Pi | | Ti  Pi |

.
c1
c2

(9)

III. VERIFICATION
For the verification model, FEM simulation is used. It is
known that 100 % accurate mapping cannot be created. The

tr =max ti ,
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tdi = ti  tr ,

V. CONCLUSIONS

(11)

In this paper, a friendly approach for the calculation of
delay law has been proposed. Only the multiplication
operations are required in case of the planar surfaces.
Choice of optimization function is not critical as results
didn’t change by selecting the functions provided by SciPy
optimization package. Calculation with non-planar
geometries depends on the b-spline approximation function
because it is simpler and can approximate most of the
physical objects. In future, authors propose to investigate
NURBS surfaces by the presented method; authors plan to
extend proposed method to work with more advanced
focusing methodologies starting with classical total focusing
method [14] and its variants.

where ti (10) is the longest distance between all active
elements and target point, tdi (11) is delay law time. As we
can see, the solution and delay law rule is quite simple.
Crosschecking for correct solution can be performed by
the following steps: take multiple simulation points on
trandcuer line (Fig. 2, choose time when wave has one of its
extrema values (time of flight and transmitted signal already
known) and check with theoretical signal interval (shown in
Fig. 4). If there is a pattern with theoretical timings and
interval, then it can be assumed that signal is traveling in a
correct trajectory.
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